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Mr. President, Mr. Speaker, Mr. Chief Justice, reverend clergy,
and ladies and gentlemen:

The state of the state is good.
And it has not always been so. When Paul Cellucci and I took

office, Massachusetts was a 98-pound weakling, getting sand kicked
in our face by the other big industrial states. But over the past six
years we have beefed up Massachusetts into a major league player
and no one in this state will disagree with me when I predict that our
Commonwealth is bound for glory in the biggest game of all.

These days, Massachusetts exports move faster than Curtis Martin
blazing through the red zone.

Massachusetts manufacturers crush their competition with the mer-
ciless force of Chris Slade and Willie McGinest.

And frankly a new generation of high-tech entrepreneurs is suc-
ceeding with business strategies so brilliant they could have been
dreamt up by the Tuna himself.

We have come a long way, ladies and gentlemen. And I think we
are going to continue our winning ways.

Take a look at our stats on fiscal stability, for openers:

According to the accountants, when we took office this state was
$2 billion in the red. Today seven balanced budgets later we are
$7OO million dollars in the black.

When we took office, the Commonwealth’s rainy day fund was
bone dry. Today, our cup runneth over and the citizens have two
hundred and thirty-five million dollars worth of tax cuts to prove it.

The secret of our success is simple enough for every citizen to
understand. For the past six years, we have run this state as you
would run your household: we didn’t spend what we didn’t have, and
we paid our bills on time.
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By running this state with common sense, we have not only bal-
anced the books; we have also restored balance to people’s lives, after
the turbulence and devastation of the last recession.

Unemployment was 9.6% at the trough of the recession we inher-
ited in 1991. Now it has fallen to 3.9%, the lowest of any industrial
state. That means more than three million people are gainfully
employed here, and over two hundred and fifty thousand of them are
making a living in new jobs that did not exist six years ago.

Thanks to our welfare reforms, many of those people are discov-
ering the rewards of work for the first time. Our welfare caseload is
now at its lowest point in twenty-four years, and half of those leaving
the rolls do so because they have found paying jobs.

We have turned this state around without ever compromising on
our bedrock belief: there is no such thing as government money; there
is only taxpayers’ money. When Paul Cellucci and I took office we
promised the citizens that we would not raise taxes ever for as
long as we are on Beacon Hill. And we have not raised taxes. And we
never will.

Last year we worked with the Legislature to pass four tax cuts,
including a tuition tax deduction that will help thousands of families
send their children to college this year, and a tax cut for financial
services companies, which inspired Fidelity’s plan to create twenty-
five hundred jobs here. In all, we have racked up a grand total of
15 tax cuts which are worth more than a billion dollars to the tax-
payers every year.

After six years of hard work in partnership with the Legislature, I
think it is finally safe to say that the days of damage control are
behind us. The economic forecast for the next few years in Massa-
chusetts, at least, is mostly sunny.

At this point in our history, I personally do not believe we need to
haggle or argue about what kind of future we want for this state. The
people of Massachusetts are in fundamental agreement on the goals.
What we do need is collectively to focus on those goals, and in so
doing, derive the means the game plan, if you will to ensure we
will achieve them.
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In Massachusetts, what all of us want most of all is opportunity for
our children all of our children. We have none to spare.

And the surest source of opportunity for our children and the
most valuable investment we can make is education.

This year I am asking the Legislature to sharply increase funding
for early childhood education, to get kids ready for kindergarten.

We also want to make sure every single child in Massachusetts can
read and write by the third grade. When a child can read, that child
can do anything. She can chase down the answer to every question
that comes into her head. That child’s world grows wider, and her
curiosity grows deeper. And that is the foundation of a successful life.

To help to make sure that we meet this goal, I plan to launch a
statewide literacy project called “Reasons to Read”, to create a new
volunteer corps of college students to serve as literacy tutors in our
public schools, and to give kids books of their own that they can read
at home.

“Reasons to Read” will prepare our youngest children to proceed
through the Commonwealth’s public schools, which are currently
being reshaped by one of the most radical programs of education
reform underway in this country.

The Commonwealth is spending one billion dollars a year more on
public education than we were four years ago, and our schools should
be using this money to offer their students the kind of world-class
education that was once reserved for the elite few.

Last Friday I spent the morning at the George Hamilton School in
Everett, where education reform money has been used to wonderful
effect in reducing class size and teaching music, art, and computers.

Unfortunately, not every school has used our tax dollars to benefit
the students so wisely. In some districts, schools have used education
money for flower arrangements in the principal’s office, or extrava-
gant pay raises for personnel who, in a perfect world, would instead
be set free to explore second career options.

For this reason, I am commissioning a special audit team to make
sure school districts use the money we send them for the books and
classroom equipment and programs our kids really need. This audit
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team will ensure a full accounting for Education Reform money, so
parents will be able to find out where their tax dollars are going,
down to the very last dime.

I take pleasure in announcing also that once again this year, we will
fully fund Education Reform, increasing the Commonwealth s contri-
bution by almost $3OO million dollars.

There is no question that that is a lot of money. Getting our
schools in shape is going to cost us. But if we allow our children to
grow up ignorant, it’s going to bankrupt us.

The latest test results show that almost half our tenth graders are
functionally illiterate, and less than 25% can communicate well or
think critically. Those numbers should he as alarming as a fire bell in
the night.

We desperately need to implement the Board of Education’s tough
new curriculum standards and test students against those standards,
with consequences for failure. Without strict standards, we will fail in
a fundamental goal of public education giving kids the skills they
need to hold the jobs of the future.

In addition to the basics math, science, English, and history
our students must learn foreign languages, to let them participate in
the new global economy.

And they must learn to use computers, to give them entry in the
wired age.

We also need to give individual schools the liberty to deliver the edu-
cation that works best for their students. Charter schools are enjoying
spectacular success in Massachusetts. Last year at the Lowell Middlesex
Academy, a charter school whose mission is to give a second chance to
former high school drop-outs, high school drop-outs, every single grad-
uate was accepted to college. Believe me when I tell you, I was prouder
to attend that graduation than I have ever been at Harvard.

We want to see more schools in Massachusetts getting that kind of
result. Right now, state law limits the number of charter schools to 25.
The reason for that limit was to wait and see how the first charter
schools performed. But by now, it’s obvious to anybody who’s paying
attention that our charter schools many of which are offering full
day schooling are a roaring success. So this year, we will ask the
Legislature to triple the number of charter schools in our state.
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For students whose goals lead them beyond high school, we are also
working to make higher education more affordable. Last year we took a
step in the right direction and cut tuitions by 5% at all U. Mass., state,
and community college campuses. This year, we should and will chop
another 5% off the price of a college education and I don’t antici-
pate any argument.

Another goal we can all agree on is to make sure there continue to
be plenty of good jobs waiting for our graduates.

To that end, I am proposing a package of job security initiatives,
including five additional tax cuts. First, we propose to repeal the sales
tax on telecommunications, to make sure one of our most promising
industries will continue to grow right here in Massachusetts. We’ll
also correct a long-standing inequity in the tax code which actually
penalizes domestic insurance companies whose headquarters are
located here. And we will propose three more tax cuts to encourage
investment in every sector of our economy: a new job training tax
credit, a 50% cut in the unearned income tax, and a permanent invest-
ment tax credit.

Now, even if we get our schools in spectacular shape, and even if
we line up great jobs for every new graduate, our kids won’t be able
to learn, and won’t become happy and productive citizens, unless they
grow up healthy. Surely, no argument there!

An outrageous number of children in this country ten million, at
last count have no health insurance. This year, Massachusetts will
become one of a handful of states with a health care plan to cover all
children in lower-income families.

For all working families, it seems harder and harder these days to
provide for the children. In the past twenty years, the real cost of
raising a family has skyrocketed, but the tax deduction for dependent
children has stayed stock still. So this year, to make it easier for par-
ents to provide for their kids, we propose to more than double the
deduction for dependent children, from $6OO to $1,600.

So. Our kids need good schools, and they need adequate health
care. But that’s not all they need. The one thing that is sure to make
them thrive is the love and encouragement of responsible adults in
their lives.
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Today, even children who go to good schools and who have decent
health care are suffering from an epidemic of neglect. In record num-
bers, fathers are absent from their children’s lives. And in record
numbers, people are having children without accepting the responsi-
bilities of parenthood.

I’m convinced that fatherlessness is the single biggest social
problem in this Commonwealth.

Kids without fathers grow up without the security of knowing their
parents are there for them so they seek that security in gangs, or
drugs, or casual sexual relationships places that make them feel
good for a while, but where security simply cannot be found.

The problem of fatherlessness is intertwined with every other
problem: the problem of poverty, the problem of welfare dependency,
the problem of crime, and the problem of disintegrating families.

So we propose to address the problem of fatherlessness from a
number of different angles.

We want to make it clear from the first day of a child’s life that the
father is expected to be present and accounted for which is why we
are again asking the Legislature to make it a criminal act for fathers to
avoid acknowledging paternity.

We are also renewing our push to stiffen the penalties for statutory
rape. Many of the children born to mothers under the age of 16 are
fathered by men who are over 18. To discourage these older men from
preying on young girls, we want to give them a one-year mandatory
prison sentence.

In addition, we’ll continue our all-out blitz of aggressive child sup-
port enforcement work to track down even the most elusive deadbeat
parents and get them to make good on their responsibilities to their
kids. Last year we posted a record number of prosecutions and
seizures. We reclaimed Cadillacs, speedboats, and bank accounts
and returned a record $256 million to single parents and children in
Massachusetts.

This year I want to take our child support enforcement efforts one
step further. I want 1997 to be remembered as the year when the state
of Massachusetts gave deadbeat dads a clear choice: get a job, or go
to jail.
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I am filing legislation requiring fathers who owe child support to
pay in full, find a job or do community service. At the same time,
we’ll direct our top child support and job training experts to help
these men find jobs. If deadbeat dads decide not to take advantage of
this opportunity, we are going to give them another, harder choice:
Shirley, Concord, or Walpole.

We all want kids in Massachusetts to grow up smart, strong, and
happy. And we also want them to grow up safe.

Protecting our kids was the reason we created a Sex Offender
Registry, giving parents the right to know if a convicted sex offender
is living in their neighborhood. And it’s why we passed new juvenile
justice laws, to make sure the most violent kids get transferred to
adult court, and receive adult sentences for their crimes. Another
crime victory on behalf of our kids was the Juvenile Bartley-Fox law,
which sends any kid who gets caught with an illegal gun to a deten-
tion facility for six months.

This year, we’re going to fight even harder to keep guns away from
our kids, and ask the Legislature to double the penalties for the pos-
session or sale of a gun on school grounds.

We’ll also seek to expand the definition of a dangerous weapon on
school grounds to include knives, especially the Rambo-style knives
that are becoming the weapon of choice at too many of our schools.

Finally, this year we need to keep expanding our efforts on behalf
of abuse victims in the Commonwealth. One of our greatest achieve-
ments of the past six years has been our crackdown on the crime of
domestic violence. Under the leadership of Lieutenant Governor
Cellucci and the Domestic Violence Commission, we have turned
domestic violence from a private family matter into a public safety
issue, and we’ve given police the tools to stop batterers before they
harm women or children like the law that allows police to make
arrests for stalking, and the law that gives full faith and credit to other
states’ restraining orders.

It is especially urgent that we help children in homes where there is
partner abuse. Because even if a child is not being beaten, the vio-
lence he sees will leave its mark: most convicted batterers spent their
childhood around adults who solved their problems with their fists.
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In this connection, we will ask the Legislature to pass a law pre-
venting batterers from getting custody of their children. That’s only
common sense.

* * *

Over the past six years, with Democrats controlling the Legislature
and Republicans the executive branch, we have done a tremendous
job of hammering out many common sense solutions to the problems
that families and businesses face every day of their lives.

To be sure, we have not agreed on every step to be taken. But every
tax cut, every education reform, every welfare measure, every crim-
inal justice reform that we have signed into law has been written in
partnership with this legislature, in a spirit of down-to-earth common
sense, cooperation, and collaboration.

Our shared goals, our shared goals for our children and our state
have guided us well, and we have made great progress so far. But one
thing about progress, there’s always more of it to be made.

Thank you, good night, and lest we ever forget: Jambalaya
Go Pats!
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